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Judaism is a faith that embraces all of life, and it
regards death as a part of life. As this faith leads us
through moments of joy so does it guide us through the
anguish of grief, bidding us to turn our gaze from the night
of death to the daylight of life.

The Confessional Prayer:
I acknowledge before You, Lord my God,
and God of my ancestors, that both
my healing and my death are in your hands.
May it be Your will to bring me
complete healing.
But if I am to die from this illness, I accept
it in love. May my death be atonement for all
the sins, iniquities and transgressions, that I
have committed before You.
Hide me in the shadow of your wings, and
secure my reward in paradise, held in
safekeeping for the righteous.
Make known to me the path of life. In
your presence is fullness of joy; at your
right hand is bliss for evermore.
Father of orphans and protector of widows,
protect my dear family whose souls are
bound with mine. Into your hand do I entrust
my spirit. May You redeem me, Lord, God of Truth.
Amen and Amen
Sh’ma Yisrael, Adonai Elohenu, Adonai Echad

The masculine gender in this booklet
is used in the generic sense.

Listen, O Israel:
the Lord, our God,
the Lord is One.
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participation. This includes a Hevra Kadisha society,
whose members devote themselves to preparing the dead
body for burial, and a Meal of Consolation provided by
neighbors for the immediate family on their return home
from the burial ceremony. Note that it is the friends who are
to provide for the needs of the bereaved, not the other way
around.
These behaviors serve to reduce feelings of abandonment
and loss on the part of the bereaved. They also afford a
channel whereby the community can express feelings of
shard loss. Additionally, they contribute to quickening the
repair of the breach which has occurred in the social fabric.
The family may, in its turn, want to express part of its
grief by some worthy act – perhaps a contribution to the
synagogue, an educational foundation, United Jewish
Appeal, an Israeli institution, or a medical research fund.
Visiting the cemetery after the funeral is a personal
matter. It is recommended, however, that one should not go
until after the period of Shiva. Unveiling of a monument
usually takes place anytime after the Shiva period and
before the end of the first year of death. No elaborate
ceremony is required, but relatives and friends may be
asked to come.
While Judaism strongly encourages people to express
their grief openly and unabashedly during the mourning
period, it also aims at enabling the mourners to accept their
loss realistically and to return to a productive life.
Consequently, it sets limits on the mourning process. It
confines the essential mourning period to the first year after
death for the father and mother. Despite this, there still is
provision for further grief catharsis in an annual observance
– Yahrzeit – each year on the anniversary of the person’s
death, as well as the saying of yizkor, a remembrance prayer,
four times during the year on holy days.
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Preface
We live in a culture that cherishes vitality and youth and
we are mostly shielded from experiences of death as we
grow up. Consequently, when a close relative dies, we
confront feelings and situations which are new and
uncomfortable. We are not quite sure how to handle the
anger and guilt that often accompany this experience. We
know even less about how to interact with a relative who is
dying. Many fears concerning our own death inevitably rise
at such a time, and we may not be certain how to deal with
these either.
The Jewish tradition has a wealth of experience in
dealing with all facets of life, including the aspects of
sickness and dying. In this context, the National Institute for
Jewish Hospice has generated materials in an effort to
disseminate information about Jewish values and conduct to
families who are facing the death of a relative and to
members of the helping professions. We hope that the
information included in this booklet will help to make the
experience of dying more comprehensible for the family.

Hospice Care
The Nature of Hospice Care
The term “hospice” means “hospitality for travelers.” In
origin, it refers to resting places or wayside inns during the
Middle Ages which grew up along certain routes where
religious communities welcomed and refreshed pilgrims
until they were able to continue on their journey. Today,
hospice is a philosophy of medical and humanistic
supportive care for terminally ill patients, when curative
medical treatment is no longer effective.
Hospice care may take place in a free-standing or
separate facility, a specialized unit within a hospital, a
nursing home where the hospice team comes to the patient,
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or at home if there is a care giver, or in a combination of
these facilities.
Three major features characterize hospice care;
 Greater emphasis on personal care for the patient
 Concerted effort to prevent and relieve chronic pain
associated with much of terminal illness
 Involvement of family members and close friends of
the patient during the hospice stay.
The hospice orientation seeks to maximize the patient’s
quality of life; the emphasis is on living rather than dying.
It recognizes that when cure is not possible, providing care
and comfort can be just as significant a contribution to the
patient. Hospice realizes the value of attending to the
patient’s emotional, social and spiritual needs, along with
his medical requirements. The patient is viewed not just as
another diagnosis or statistic but as a person with fears and
hopes, expectations and desires, and as a part of a family.

The Hospice Team
Hospice care has two major formats. In one, the
terminally ill person enters a facility specifically designed
to provide palliative care. There, a team of professionals
does everything to prevent and control the patient’s
physical pain. It also provides him with emotional support
by making his surroundings feel familiar using items from
his home that would comfort him. Family and friends may
visit at any time of the day and night preventing loneliness.
This also allows the family to become acclimated to the
needs of the patient.
The second format is on an outpatient basis. Care takes
place in the home, where the family assumes an even larger
role, but is aided by home visits from the hospice team
which is called upon as needed. Nether form is the “right“
form. Which is right depends upon the patient and family.
Sometime patients combine both forms of hospice care,
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of ways for grief to be expressed through various laws, rites
and time sequences/ these can be very supportive at a time
when one feels adrift because of the loss of an important
part of one’s personal and social life. Among the more
commonly practiced are:
 Shiva: a mourning period of seven days after
burial by the bereaved.
 Shloshim: the observance of a period of thirty
days after the funeral during which mourners resume
normal activity but avoid places of entertainment and
continue to recite certain prayers.
 Kaddish: the recitation of this prayer daily during
the first eleven months after burial.
Formal mourning is obligatory for the direct relatives of
the dead person – father, mother, husband, wife, son,
daughter, brother and sister.
Loss of a loved one is difficult to accept, and it may take
a while for one’s physical and emotional systems to adjust to
this new reality. Effective mourning does not aim at
erasing the memory of one’s loved one. Rather, it means
remembering him tenderly, but going on with life and
developing further relationships.
Consequently, during the mourning period one should
recall memories of the dead person together with the friends
and other members of the family. In that process one should
not hesitate to cry or laugh. Visitors should help mourners
talk about their memories of the deceased rather than try to
get their minds off him, as many people mistakenly do. On
the other hand, mourners should not feel guilty if they grow
weary of speaking about the deceased during the mourning
period.
A major orientation of the Jewish response to death is to
provide emotional and social support for the survivors.
Jewish rituals of mourning mandate strong communal
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 On Purim, arrangements can be made to have the
Megillah, the story of Queen Esther, read by a visiting
student or, if all else fails, by telephone. Children in Purim
costumes visiting from schools will certainly bring a smile
to a patient’s heart.
 A dying person should not fast on Tisha B’Av or any
other traditional fast day.
 Prayer books, head coverings and prayer shawl (tallit)
should be available. Even if they are not used, it might be
of solace to have them nearby.
The Torah declares, “And he shall live by them.” The
observances specified above enable people to live full,
meaningful, God-oriented lives. But no life should be
compromised, no limb should be endangered and no
person discomfited in order to fulfill these mitzvot.
Treatment of the Dead Body
After death, the eyes and mouth of the dead person
should be closed and a sheet drawn over the face.
Calling a rabbi at this time will facilitate meaningful
burial arrangements. From the moment of death until
burial, the deceased should not be left alone. Jewish law
permits autopsy when state law requires it. Customarily,
burial takes place as soon as possible after death.
Cremation is forbidden by traditional religious law.

Bereavement and Grief:
The Jewish Way
The Jewish tradition recognizes that the ache and pain
of death does not end with physical death. The Biblical
book of Ecclesiastics says that there is “A time to weep... a
time to mourn.” Judaism respects grief and provides for
its emotional relief. It views expression of grief, not as a
sign of weakness or self-indulgence, but as a deep human
page
14
psychological
need. In this context, it offers a number

remaining at home as much as possible and using an inpatient facility only when there is an emergency situation.
The patient, in this case may often return home once the
crisis has passed.
The key to hospice care is the integration of many
people with different skills, all of whom contribute to
the patient’s overall treatment plan. Hospices can vary as
to which member of the team coordinates the work of
others. The following people are commonly part of the
hospice team:
Physician and Nurse. A distinctive element of hospice
care is that the primary role of the physician and nurse is
to prevent or minimize distressing symptoms associated
with much of terminal illness. The hope for cure,
however, is never completely abandoned.
Social Worker / Psychologist / Psychiatrist. These
professionals work with the patient and family in helping
them to respond to this traumatic life experience. They
help identify and obtain psychological and social
resources available to the patient and his family.
Rabbi. The Rabbi seeks to meet the pastoral and
spiritual needs of the patient and family, understanding,
as he does, the attitudes of Jewish people toward life and
death, pain and suffering. Since medicine has made great
leaps into areas of cancer and life-threatening illness there
is no longer catastrophic death. Now a patient can “die”
for six months, even longer, so the Rabbi also serves as a
resource of information concerning the Jewish standpoint
toward medical issues and Jewish concepts and practices
concerning dying, death and mourning.
Hospice Volunteer. The hospice volunteer affords the
patient and family the support they need during the
dying process and bereavement. They provide emotional
relief by listening to the patient and family in a
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compassionate, non-judgmental way. The volunteer may also
help with the simple tasks of reading, writing down
memories, or telling stories to the patient, when the family
needs to be refreshed.
Family and Friends. Crucial to the hospice team are
members of the dying person’s family and his friends. Jewish
tradition is wise in emphasizing the mitzvah of visiting the
sick, for it recognizes that one of the real problems of serious
illness is the isolation and loneliness that the patient feels. The
very presence of members of the family inevitably helps the
patient die with dignity. Attending to the dying relative also
helps alleviate feelings of guilt and fears on the part of family
members. Beyond that, attending to the dying is a special
mitzvah, described as “hesed shel emet” a loving act of true
loyalty, because it is an act that the dying patient will never
be able to pay back. It is consequently a mark of true
humanity and love for members of the family and friends to
be with a person during the time of dying. Members of the
family should not expect to be with the dying patient every
moment of every day, and they should feel free to call on
members of the hospice team to assist. The family and friends
of a dying person can be a major key to the effectiveness of
hospice care.

The Dying Person and His Family;
The Jewish Spirit
When you ask dying persons what they fear most, they
often respond, “having pain” and “being left alone,
abandoned.” They communicate the wish for our care and
concern, and to be treated as mature individuals even though
they are dependent and dying. It is important to recognize
these deep needs because too many of us in attending to the
dying person’s medical requirements tend to overlook his
emotional and spiritual desires.
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Here are some of the salient and meaningful traditions
as they relate to the seriously ill:
 Lighting Sabbath candles is a beautiful, family –
associated ceremony designed to bring peace into our lives.
 The wearing of Tefillin by men promotes the feeling
of being embraced by God’s commandments. If a dying
person does not own a pair of Tefillin, they can be acquired
from a nearby synagogue or Jewish book store.
 Most terminally ill people cannot eat very much,
however, a bit of such characteristically Jewish foods as
gefilte fish, blintzes, etc. can often bring satisfaction. The
patient need not wait the traditional lapse of time to eat
dairy after meat foods; he need only rinse his mouth.
 For Passover a physician should be consulted as to
whether Matzah and wine are medically permitted. Diluted
grape juice, or even tea, can be substituted for wine.
 Unless specifically required for medicinal purposes,
breads, non-Passover cakes and cereals known as Chametz,
should not be eaten. Prescribed drugs, may, of course, be
taken but should be kept separate from the Passover food.
 Rosh Hashanah is a time for the blowing the Shofar.
Have a local rabbi arrange this at bedside.
 Yom Kippur. If the patient is obstinate, a rabbi
should contravene and medical advice should be called to
assure him of the wisdom of the law of not fasting. Perhaps
one meal can be delayed or skipped.
 On Sukkot, the Lulav and etrog, a citron and palm
fronds, can be held for just a few moments. They can be
obtained at a local synagogue.
 On Chanukah, the candles may be kindled by a
member of the family in the hospital or at home, but great
care should be exercised in the presence of flammable
medical equipment. If necessary, an electric menorah can
be used.
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Almighty before whom one feels powerless. Even people
who have not been able to pray or believe in God are often
moved to do so in such conditions. “Pray for me” is a
phrase often heard in hospital corridors. “Pray for
yourself” is equally valid, and sometimes even more
helpful.
As life nears its end, the last syllables uttered by many
Jews have been the confessional prayer call viddui. It is an
apology to God for the misdeeds of a lifetime. The sages
considered it extremely valuable as an expiation for all sins.
It is brief and moving. Great care should be taken in
introducing this prayer, assuring the patient that many
have recited this payer and survived. If one judges this
might traumatize the patient, the confession should not be
recited. Please see page 20 for a brief form of this
confession.
Holiday Celebrations
Traditions of the Jewish people in celebrating holidays
can provide significant support for a dying person,
whether he has observed them in the past or not.
Frequently, the practice recalls moments of early personal
history which gives great satisfaction. It can also convey a
sense of security in a time filled with fear of the unknown.
Often, it yields unexpected benefits as one begins to feel
closer to the Almighty, and indeed closer to one’s people.
Judaism is an old and wise religion, and is superbly
sensitive to needs of the dying as well as the living.
Nevertheless, all these traditional practices can and should,
be observed in the patient’s medically debilitated state.
They should not be carried out contrary to the physician’s
advice; their performance should be suggested, not urged;
they should be practiced only to further the individual’s
needs, not as an obligation; they should conform to the
patient’s physical and psychological well-being and remain
within his interest and attention span.
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We can abandon a person not only by not being there
physically but by neglecting his psychological and religious
longings. The unhappy result is that the dying person is
often left to die emotionally and spiritually alone.
Being in the presence of a dying person is a strain for
most of us for a variety of reasons. We ourselves may feel
depressed and helpless about the situation. The dying
patient often looks peculiar, talks incoherently and may
have an unpleasant odor; and, strangely, the dying person
may remind us of our own mortality. Nevertheless, we
should try to resist withdrawing support and love from the
patient because of our own anxiety, frustration and pain.
Try to be sensitive to what the dying person is saying.
Let the patient set the pace in discussing oncoming death
and its related problems. Do not force him to talk about
them unwillingly. But do not pull back and hide when the
patient wants to talk. When a patient talks about suffering,
hopelessness, anger, and death, it can make many of us feel
uncomfortable, even threatened. Some of us may attempt to
pay no attention, hoping that if we ignore it or pretend it
was not said, the patient may go on to a more cheerful topic.
This is unfortunate for both the patient and family for it
suggests to the patient that the subject of death is forbidden,
and prevents family members resolving their own feelings
and fears.
It is not important to have answers to all the questions
a dying person may ask. Some questions just do not have
adequate answers. The dying person, however, should be
afforded every opportunity to explore the relationship of his
beliefs to his present illness with whomever he feels is a
suitable spiritual companion, and to keep his usual religious
practices.
Touching can convey feelings that go beyond words,
and can frequently comfort people whose state of
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consciousness or confusion has placed them beyond the
reach of words. Patients feel as though they are pariahs
and can’t be touched. You can’t catch cancer. Do not be
embarrassed to hug, stroke, or touch the patient when
appropriate, without overdoing it.
Being terminally ill does not rob a patient of his
intelligence or sense of responsibility. What is of utmost
support to a dying patient is respect for his integrity and
consideration of his wishes and not treating him as a
child. As there are numerous ways of living, there are
many ways of dying. Individual differences and regard
for the humanity of the patient should be our principal
guides.
The family can expect to experience many mixed
feelings. The love they have for their relative gives them
the wish to do everything they can to make this time
special. Sometimes and some days it can be very hard to
do that, no matter how much they want to. The family has
shared feelings of pain and joy together in life, and it can
cause stress to hide the sadness and anger of approaching
death.
At times, people may find themselves, in the privacy
of their own minds, rehearsing the death of a dying
person as a way of anticipating it. This is not unusual or
inappropriate. It is an attempt to cope with the
approaching death of the patient. This, nevertheless,
should not inhibit encouragement and sustenance of the
patient.
Despite the fact that death is not an act of will on the
part of the patient, many patients need permission and
forgiveness for leaving their families and causing pain.
Conversely, family members may need the patient’s
“consent” to allow them to let him go.
In the Jewish tradition, being terminally ill does not
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be handled forthrightly, but with a minimum of agitation
and with great discretion.
Ethical Wills
In order to give further initiative to the terminal patient,
he should be encouraged to write an ethical will. This is an
ancient Jewish device. People should leave their families
not only an inheritance, but also a heritage. A parent may
not have been able to communicate effectively with a child
or grandchild. The ethical will affords the opportunity to
communicate to loved ones a sense of purpose in life,
values and beliefs, in a format that will be treasured after
death. An ethical will need not be in any specified form. It
can be a letter or a recording, and it does not have to be
especially articulate or complete. The key is that it be
personal. Examples can be found in several contemporary
books. (See Suggested Readings.)
Making Amends
Patients depressed by, or feeling guilty for hurting a
friend or relative, should be encouraged to “make up” or
engage in some form of restitution, if that will not disturb
them. This suggestion is not easily made and requires great
delicacy and preparation. Do not moralize or urge – only
suggest in passing.
Prayer
Prayer is a gift to mankind. It can be of great comfort to
many patients. There is formal prayer, recited from the
prayer book. There is also informal prayer which can be
recited in any language, posture and at any time. The
patient’s prayer may be for an extension of life, remission
from pain or for the success of loved ones. It may also be
used to vent anger and complaint, even to ask for a rapid
death. Prayer is especially valuable at this period because it
allows for articulating fears and hopes in an elevated
manner and because it opens up communication to the
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A visit to the sick is not complete until the visitor
offers words of hope and prayer for him. These visits are
designed by Jewish tradition to bring solace to the patient.
They are not times for bearing bad news, for excessive
indulgence and pity, for bewailing the monumental
tragedy, for family quarrels, for anger or sadness. The
comforting component should predominate – sometimes
even at the expense of complete truth. There is a fine line in
the art of comforting someone. Trying to look cheerful may
make the patient fell that you don’t understand how sick
he is; looking sad sometime makes the patient morose
resulting in his having to cheer you up. It is no simple
matter to bring cheer into this situation, but it is necessary.
Hope
While it is obviously difficult to convey hope in a
hopeless situation, one can hope for less pain, for the
future happiness of children, for the family’s
continuation of the values the patient has cherished.
There should be an intelligent awareness of hope’s
limitations, but sincere recognition, nonetheless, of it’s
potential comfort.
Charity
The Jewish sages said that “Charity rescues one from
death.” The dying person is usually in a passive
condition, with limited power to initiate meaningful
actions or to make significant decisions. Distributing
charity, no matter who the recipient or what the amount,
and deliberating on which institution or program should
receive it, may give the dying person a feeling of some
strength and a sense of being alive, empowering him
during moments of greatest weakness.
Arrangements
If financial, insurance, last will, or cemetery prepurchase arrangements have not been made and the
patient is capable of decision-making, these subjects should
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diminish respect for the sanctity and meaningfulness of
life. Since time is now limited, life becomes even more
precious. It is now an interval during which the
relationship between family and dying person could grow
in depth and quality. It should be a period when loved
ones sustain and cherish the patient; when a patient sets
his house in order, transmits any final messages he
wishes, and makes peace with God.

Medical Issues Connected With Dying:
The Jewish Perspective
The obligation to heal
Judaism affirms that the body we inhabit belongs to
God. We demonstrate our responsibility through
prevention, cure and care. The physician’s efforts to cure
are not perceived as a denial of God’s prerogatives, but
rather as a duty.
Telling the Truth
The following principles apply;
In general, the better informed a patient is, the easier
it is for him to cope with reality. People tend to do better
when they are oriented toward reality rather than to
fantasy. Make sure the patient understands the
terminology used.
The patient has a legal and ethical right to know the
truth. Patients who want to know will usually ask direct
questions. Such questions should be answered
intelligently and honestly. When possible, answers should
include hope for improvement, even if the improvement
relates only to symptoms.
Respect Denial
We should be prudent in providing unrequested
information. Some patients may deny the reality of their
situation in order to protect their emotional integrity. This
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must be respected. According to Jewish Law, it is
permissible to withhold facts about a patient’s condition
(or that of a close friend or relative), if that will contribute
to the welfare of the patient.
In some cases it is the patient that wants to hear the
truth but the family is in denial and the patient agonizes
over unfinished business.
Needs of the patient are primary. Decisions as to
sharing information about the patient’s condition should be
determined in this context.
Extraordinary Life Support Measures
At some point in illness, death may become imminent.
Even at this stage, certain Orthodox authorities
strenuously oppose any relaxation of energies to extend
life. Nevertheless, many Orthodox rabbis and most
Conservative and Reform rabbis maintain that heroic
measures are not required to prolong the life of such a
patient. The sacred obligation of the physician is then to
make the patient as comfortable as possible.
Organ Donation
Because Judaism views the body as God’s property,
people do not have the right to disfigure it without good
reason. One such good reason is helping another patient to
live, by donating a healthy organ to replace his deficient
one. The donation can be either a living donation – such as
when a parent donates one of his kidneys for his child – or
a cadaveric donation, when someone is irreversibly
terminally ill, and donates one or more of his organs to a
needy recipient. This is not only not considered to be
disfiguring or dishonorable to the integrity of the donor,
but an example of extreme generosity. However, Jewish
law requires that a dying person assuredly be brain stem
dead, or the living donor not at risk for losing his life, that
we know there is a needy recipient, and that the surgeon
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approach the issue with reverence. Some
authorities differ as to the exact moment of death.

Jewish

The Traditional Jewish Support System
The art of loving can become strained when someone
you love is approaching death. However, expression of
love can rise to its most intense level at precisely this
moment. At this time, expressions of love plumb our
deepest personal resources. We should make use of every
conceivable device to make these days meaningful. The
rich Jewish heritage has designed various helping
strategies for coping with problems of the severely ill and
the dying.
Family
The company of family and friends is a therapeutic
presence and considered a very great mitzvah. It reassures
the patient of his continuing worth as an individual and
reinforces his feelings of being an integral member of the
family and community. Traditionally, a minyan of ten Jews
are gathered to be present at the moments of life’s
expiration. Visits to the terminally ill should be frequent
but usually of short duration, in keeping with the patients
fatigue threshold. The visitor should not stand over the
bed, but sit near the bed. The patient is constantly looking
up at doctors, nurses, and visitors and made to feel
powerless, like an object over whom people work. While
visiting the sick is a mitzvah, patients may desire privacy at
times, and this should be respected.
It is proper, and it will be comforting to many patients,
to recite a prayer for the sick informally and in a language
the patient understands. Also, a formal prayer should be
recited in the synagogue at the open Torah scroll. This
prayer is call the “mi she’berach.” The synagogue should be
informed of the Hebrew (preferably) or English names of
the sick person and his mother, who is considered the
natural source of compassion.
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